Dated: 13-06-2017

Rahul R Nair IPS
Assistant Inspector General
For State Police Chief

No.E3-88191/2017/PHQ

Sub: Police Estt-Transfer and posting of police personnel in SBCID Tvpm Rural Dett.- orders issued

Ref: Letter No.A1-23745/2016/SB of the DGP Intelligence dated 26.05.2017

In pursuance of the letter read above, the following police personnel are transferred and posted to SBCID Tvpm Rural Dett. with immediate effect.

1. Sri. C. Ajith Kumar, SCPO T 1055 DCRB, Thiruvananthapuram Rural against the existing vacancy of ASI on sliding rank basis.
2. Sri. Manikandan A.V, SCPO(Gr) T 1336 Sree Padmanabha Swamy Temple Security, Thiruvananthapuram against the existing vacancy of ASI on sliding rank basis.
3. Sri. H. Muhammed Rafi, SCPO 2832 Nedumangad PS, Traffic Unit against the existing vacancy of SCPO.
4. Sri. Ayyappan Nair A.P, SCPO T 1174 Neyyattinkara PS against the existing vacancy of SCPO.
5. Sri. K. Jayabhadrana, SI(Gr) SCPOT 8958 Vellarada PS against the existing vacancy of SCPO.
6. Sri. Biju Kumar S, SCPO T 1899 Parassala PS against the existing vacancy of SCPO.

The Unit Head concerned will relieve/admit the incumbents forthwith and report compliance.

Rahul R Nair IPS
Assistant Inspector General
For State Police Chief

To: The individuals through the unit heads concerned
Copy To: The DGP Intelligence, DPCs Tvpm City & Tvpm Rural for n/a
The DGP SCRB for publishing the order in the website
CAs to SPC/DGP HQ/IGP HQ/AIG